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It was 1859 when Cha2・les Dttwin published`%θことを力 〆だわθ所"
and shocked the world.Evolution theor"which had radually expanded
from the late eighteenth century finally became clear in Darwin's
publication.Its impact was so enormous that it also had an in■uence on
literary world. The aim Of this paper is to exanline the imuence of
evolution theory in the image Of“a infanぜ'by comparing a ninetёenth






,published by Tennyson in 1850,was the longest elegy
in English literature,in which the image of“an infanピ'was presented.






,“an iJant crylng in the night,"in his wol・lCS.T e quest on,
howeveL is there is a酬∝ nce between the images of“an infanぜ'produced
by Tennyson and by Lawrence. Tennysoヾs`1」anピ'is pure and fragile,
while Lawrence's one is just a bother and sometimes cruel.The discuSsion
goes on to search the reason for the difference in these irnages.
The paper focuses on the concept that the士respo s  o evolution
theory makes a difference in thO image of“an infant."Though both
Tennyson and Lawrence criticize the evolutiOn theor" thett ways Of
accepting an idea of“evoluti ゴ' s direrent.Tennysors hidden fascination
with“evolutioゴ'makes him describe an innocentinfant as the mOgt evolved
species.On the other hand,Lawrence's“inf t crメng in the ni」1じ'reflects
his warning against our inind which has become complicated in lnodern
societ forgetting old passion and instinct in the course Of evolution.Final取
the paFler reveals that the way people accept the idea of``evolutior'has
changed from the nineteenth century to the twentieth century.
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